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We present a numerical comparison study of planar Richtmyer-Meshkov instability with the intention
of exposing the role of the equation of state. Results for Richtmyer-Meshkov instability in fluids with
Mie-Gru¨neisen equations of state derived from a linear shock-particle speed Hugoniot relationship
(Jeanloz, J. Geophys. Res. 94, 5873, 1989; McQueen et al., High Velocity Impact Phenomena (1970),
pp. 294–417; Menikoff and Plohr, Rev. Mod. Phys. 61(1), 75 1989) are compared to those from
perfect gases under nondimensionally matched initial conditions at room temperature and pressure.
The study was performed using Caltech’s Adaptive Mesh Refinement, Object-oriented Cþþ
(AMROC) (Deiterding, Adaptive Mesh Refinement: Theory and Applications (2005), Vol. 41, pp.
361–372; Deiterding, “Parallel adaptive simulation of multi-dimensional detonation structures,”
Ph.D. thesis (Brandenburgische Technische Universita¨t Cottbus, September 2003)) framework with a
low-dissipation, hybrid, center-difference, limiter patch solver (Ward and Pullin, J. Comput. Phys.
229, 2999 (2010)). Results for single and triple mode planar Richtmyer-Meshkov instability when a
reflected shock wave occurs are first examined for mid-ocean ridge basalt (MORB) and molybdenum
modeled by Mie-Gru¨neisen equations of state. The single mode case is examined for incident shock
Mach numbers of 1.5 and 2.5. The planar triple mode case is studied using a single incident Mach
number of 2.5 with initial corrugation wavenumbers related by k1 ¼ k2 þ k3. Comparison is then
drawn to Richtmyer-Meshkov instability in perfect gases with matched nondimensional pressure
jump across the incident shock, post-shock Atwood ratio, post-shock amplitude-to-wavelength ratio,
and time nondimensionalized by Richtmyer’s linear growth time constant prediction. Differences in
start-up time and growth rate oscillations are observed across equations of state. Growth rate
oscillation frequency is seen to correlate directly to the oscillation frequency for the transmitted and
reflected shocks. For the single mode cases, further comparison is given for vorticity distribution and
corrugation centerline shortly after shock interaction. Additionally, we examine single mode
Richtmyer-Meshkov instability when a reflected expansion wave is present for incident Mach
numbers of 1.5 and 2.5. Comparison to perfect gas solutions in such cases yields a higher degree of
similarity in start-up time and growth rate oscillations. The formation of incipient weak waves in the
heavy fluid driven by waves emanating from the perturbed transmitted shock is observed when an
expansion wave is reflected.VC 2011 American Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3607444]
I. INTRODUCTION
The impulsive acceleration of a corrugated material con-
tact by shock wave is one of the most fundamental research
topics in the area of compressible flows. Applications for
such research are numerous and vast in complexity, ranging
from supernovas to inertial confinement fusion (ICF) to
hypervelocity impacts in solids. Richtmyer7 and Meshkov8
were first to draw attention to the topic, proposing a simple
incompressible model that leads to a linear growth prediction
for the corrugation amplitude. A great deal of research has
been performed on Richtmyer-Meshkov instability since its
introduction.9–23 A common component of most previously
performed experimental and computational work has been
the use of gases at conditions close to room temperature and
pressure. In light of this, the current investigation is focused
on exploring the role of the equation of state in Richtmyer-
Meshkov instability specifically in relation to commonly
studied perfect gas cases. To achieve this goal, we present a
numerical comparison study between planar Richtmyer-
Meshkov instability in fluids with Mie-Gru¨neisen equation
of state derived from shock Hugoniots of solids and perfect
gases initially at room temperature and pressure.
The majority of prior numerical studies of Richtmyer-
Meshkov instability have focused on the perfect gas equation
of state, often with a single gamma, owing to challenges associ-
ated with the numerical modeling of multiphase flows.24 Pres-
ently, we utilize a solver that was developed to address such
numerical challenges created by Mie-Gru¨neisen equation of
state.6 The solver combines a low dissipation, skew-symmetric,
kinetic-energy preserving, and center-difference method with a
Roe-Riemann solver to provide efficient treatment of smooth
and sharp flow features. To avoid ill-posed vortex sheets associ-
ated with truly discontinuous interfaces,25 we use a fluid-
mixture like approach for multiphase Mie-Gru¨neisen flows.
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Catastrophic numerical oscillations that occur in such mixed
phased treatments are eliminated by tracking additional density
dependent functions associated with the equation of state.26
The solver is implemented as a patch solver in Caltech’s virtual
test facility (VTF) software suite with object-oriented Cþþ
adaptive mesh refinement (AMROC).4,5,27
Two distinct variations of Richtmyer-Meshkov instabil-
ity are commonly noted. The first, more commonly studied,
involves a shock wave that begins in a lighter fluid and trav-
els until it reaches a corrugated heavier fluid. Upon reaching
the material contact, misaligned gradients of thermodynamic
quantities results in baroclinic deposition of vorticity, lead-
ing to the growth of corrugation amplitude. Transmitted and
reflected shock waves move away from the now growing
corrugation. This situation, often denoted as “light-to-heavy”
Richtmyer-Meshkov instability, is schematically depicted in
Figure 1(a). To the right of the schematic, Figure 1(b), is a
wave diagram for the related zero-corrugation Riemann
problem showing the position of the shocks and material
contact as a function of time. The frame of reference, as is
the case for all simulations presented here, is such that the
interface is stationary post-shock for zero-corrugation ampli-
tude. Figure 2(a) depicts the second case of interest in which
a reflected expansion wave occurs instead of a shock. To
achieve the reflected expansion wave, the shock must start
out in the heavy fluid. Although a reflected shock can occur
sometimes, the situation is generally referred to as “heavy-
to-light” Richtmyer-Meshkov instability. For such cases, a
phase reversal for the corrugation is also observed due to the
difference in the direction of the density gradient yielding
baroclinic vorticity generation opposite in sign to that of the
“light-to-heavy” case. The wave diagram for the associated
zero-corrugation problem is depicted in Figure 2(b). Due to
the difference in the reflected wave created by the shock-
corrugation interaction in the above discussed situations, var-
iation in the solution is expected.
In attempting to make comparison between flows with
different equations of state, it is useful to try to define some
level of flow similarity. A variety of theoretical and experi-
mental work has been performed on Richtmyer-Meshkov
instability that yields insight into what would be required to
achieve a high level of similarity. From simple considera-
tion of the associated one-dimensional Riemann problem, it
is clear that a set of nondimensional parameters involving
corrugation wavenumber, shock speeds, speeds of sound,
densities, shock Hugoniot slopes, and incident shock
strength are important for achieving similarity in the case of
a small corrugation. It is impossible to match all of the
quantities in any such nondimensional set for flows with
vastly different equations of state. This is the underlying
reason for our present study and comparison. As a starting
point, we match several key parameters between flows in
spite of the impossibility of achieving full similarity. The
choice of these parameters is somewhat arbitrary in nature
but provides a useful basis for comparison. We match the
post-shock Atwood ratio, a nondimensional pressure ratio
across the incident shock, the ratio of post-shock corruga-
tion amplitude-to-wavelength ratio, and time nondimension-
alized by the Richtmyer growth prediction time constant. A
parameter study of two arbitrary Mach numbers of 1.5 and
2.5 in fluids with Mie-Gru¨neisen equations of state forms a
basis for comparison of single mode instability. A matching
set of initial conditions for perfect gas flows is generated
based on these two cases.
For the purposes of the present investigation, we begin
in Sec. VI by studying two incident shock Mach numbers,
1.5 and 2.5 for the “light-to-heavy” case with a single mode
corrugation in fluids with Mie-Gru¨neisen equation of state.
For comparison purposes, we also examine the equivalent
matched perfect gas cases. For both equations of state, am-
plitude and growth rate results are examined in detail in Sub-
section VI followed by integral vorticity in Subsection VI C
and corrugation centerline shortly post-shock in Subsection
VI D. Comparison to prediction for the evolution of the bub-
ble position in the nonlinear regime is then examined in Sub-
section VI B. For a single incident Mach number of 2.5, in
Sec. VII, we next examine a triple mode case of three corru-
gation wave numbers with the property that k1 ¼ k2 þ k3 and
k1h1 ¼ k2h2 ¼ k3h3. Instability amplitude and growth rate
are again examined for both equations of state in Subsection
VII A. Lastly, in Sec. VIII, we study single mode “heavy-to-
light” Richtmyer-Meshkov instability, again utilizing two
FIG. 1. (a) Schematic depiction of
Richtmyer-Meshkov instability for the
case in which the shock starts in the
light fluid, resulting in perturbed
reflected and transmitted shock waves.
(b) Schematic depiction of the y-t dia-
gram for the associated one-dimensional
Riemann problem.
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Mach numbers to making comparison for amplitude and
growth rate in Subsection VIII A.
II. EQUATION OF STATE BACKGROUND
When modeling materials undergoing a process involv-
ing a single strong shock, it is useful to build an equation of
state from a central Hugoniot.1–33 A completely general for-
mulation of pressure as a function of density and a partial de-
rivative with respect to internal energy
pðq; eÞ ¼ pref ðqÞ þ q
ðe
eref ðqÞ
Cðq; e0Þde0; (1)
provides a practical approach for defining the behavior of a
material near a known reference state curve. Here, pref ðqÞ
and eref ðqÞ are density parameterized reference state curves
and Cðq; eÞ is the Gru¨neisen parameter
Cðq; eÞ ¼ 1
q
@p
@e

q
: (2)
The functions pref ðqÞ and eref ðqÞ need not be derived from a
Hugoniot, however, use of a Hugoniot is generally the most
practical choice. For application to modeling many solids, an
analytic approximation to a shock Hugoniot can be achieved
by noting that experimental data often exhibit a polynomial
relationship between shock and particle speed.1,2,28,29 Pres-
ently, the assumption of a linear shock-particle speed rela-
tionship is used
us ¼ c0 þ rup; (3)
where us denotes the shock’s speed, up the post-shock parti-
cle speed, c0 the unshocked medium’s speed of sound, and r
is related to the unshocked medium’s isentropic pressure de-
rivative of the bulk modulus
Ks ¼ @ lnðpÞ
@q

s
;
r ¼ @Ks
@p

s
þ 1
 
4:
(4)
Starting from state q0, p0, and e0, with the assumed linear
shock-particle speed relation and the Rankine-Hugoniot
jump conditions
q ¼ q0us=ðus  upÞ;
p ¼ p0 þ q0usup; (5)
and
e ¼ e0 þ 1
2
ðpþ p0Þð1=q0  1=qÞ; (6)
the shock Hugoniot in terms of internal pressure and energy
parametrized as functions of density is obtained
pHðqÞ ¼ p0 þ c
2
0ð1=q0  1=qÞ
½1=q0  rð1=q0  1=qÞ2
; (7)
eHðqÞ ¼ e0 þ 1
2
ðpHðqÞ þ p0Þð1=q0  1=qÞ: (8)
To complete the equation of state for compressed states with
q > q0, Cðq; eÞ is then required. Close to the Hugoniot,
many solids exhibit a nearly constant or heavily density de-
pendent Gru¨neisen parameter, often approximated by
Cðq; eÞ ¼ C0 q0q
 q
¼ CHðqÞ:
(9)
The assumption that the Gru¨neisen parameter depends only
on density leads to the Mie-Gru¨neisen equation of state form
pðq; eÞ ¼ pref ðqÞ þ qCref ðqÞðe eref ðqÞÞ: (10)
When q < q0, Eqs. (7) and (8) are not valid. For robustness,
the equation of state is sometimes extended for expanded
states through use of a second order isentropic continuation
to the Hugoniot known as a Murnaghan isentrope30
pHðqÞ ¼ p0 þ q0c
2
0
4r 1
 
q
q0
 4r1
 q0c
2
0
4r 1 ; (11)
eHðqÞ ¼ e0 þ
ðq
q0
pHðqÞ
q2
dq: (12)
FIG. 2. (a) Schematic depiction of
Richtmyer-Meshkov instability for the
case in which the shock starts in the
heavy fluid, resulting in perturbed
reflected expansion and transmitted
shock waves. (b) Schematic depiction of
the y-t diagram for the associated one-
dimensional Riemann problem.
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A. Equation of state limitations
Due to the nature of the assumptions used in formulating
isotropic Mie-Gru¨neisen equation of state for solids examined
Sec. II, several limitations apply. Most notably, the assumed
linear shock-particle speed relationship causes a singularity in
the equation of state, yielding a non-physical maximum density
qmax ¼
q0
1 1=r ; (13)
Additionally, analysis of isentropes created by the Murna-
ghan extension of the Hugoniot for expanded states results in
a non-physical minimum pressure
pmin ¼ q0c
2
0
4r 1 : (14)
Furthermore, although numerically a physical value for the
sound speed may still be obtained, a zero temperature limita-
tion may be considered. With presumed constant specific
heat, the above three limitations that are depicted in the pres-
sure-density plane in Figure 3 are attainable. With q0 > 0,
c0 > 0, and r > 0, it is clear that pmin < 0 is typical and
therefore negative pressure or tension is permissible. It is
useful to place a tensile strength limitation when tension is
expected in a simulation. Additionally, positivity of absolute
temperature must not be violated. Taking constant specific
heat for Aluminum yields Figure 3, giving some face to the
expected p q plane of validity.
B. Mixture rules
1. Perfect gas mixture
The kinetic theory for ideal gas mixtures predicts that
total pressure is described by partial pressure summation.31
For mixtures of perfect gases, this law is easily applied to
form an analytic equation of state32
p ¼ ðc 1Þqe; (15)
with
c ¼
Xn
i¼1
yic
i
p
Xn
i¼1
yic
i
v; (16)
where yi, c
i
p, and c
i
v are the ith components mass fraction and
specific heats, respectively. Presently, the above mixture rule
for perfect gases is applied in simulations.
2. Mie-Gru¨neisen mixture
For most real materials, a simple theory for molecular
interactions in mixtures does not exist. Furthermore, many
multiphase flows involving real materials of interest are gen-
erally best described as immiscible. However, it has been
demonstrated that immiscible Euler flows lead to vortex
sheets which are ill-posed and will not yield solution conver-
gence.25 To avoid solution convergence issues, it is therefore
necessary to introduce a miscible mixed phase zone with a fi-
nite thickness on the order of a few grid points. Ideally, the
behavior of the composite material in the mixed phase zone
would be characterized by central Hugoniot data from
experiments. Without such data, a composite mixture rule
based on a rigorous theory would be desirable. As should be
expected, no unique closure to the composite mixture prob-
lem exists and the expectation for a simple analytic model is
unrealistic.
In the absence of a rigorous composite model, a simple
model satisfying basic immiscible conservation of mass and
energy is presently applied.26 The model relaxes other im-
miscible mixture constraints related to fundamental deriva-
tives. In this model, the composite phase is assumed to
maintain the property of a central Hugoniot with a linear
shock-particle speed relation defined by parameters q0, e0,
p0, c0, C, and r to be defined subsequently. A single scalar
immiscible volume fraction wi varying between zero and one
is introduced to define the amount of the ith phase at each
point.
For an immiscible composite under the assumption of a
uniform velocity field, the mean density and internal energy
must relate to the volume fraction of the ith component of
the composite at the reference state. For Mie-Gru¨neisen flu-
ids, based on a reference state with a linear shock-particle
speed relationship, the conservation of reference state inter-
nal energy is entirely irrelevant since ei0 is an arbitrary and
any value can, therefore, be taken. Further relationships for
C, r, and c0 as a function of volume fraction and state varia-
bles for immiscible fluid mixtures can be formulated.30 Since
the miscible case is not physical to begin with and the im-
miscible case can be approached under grid refinement, the
aforementioned immiscible relationships are not used pres-
ently and instead a simple miscible composite material is
assumed defined by
/0 ¼
Xn
i¼1
wi/
i
0; (17)
FIG. 3. Forbidden and allowed state regions of the Mie-Gru¨neisen equation
of state formulated from a linear shock-particle speed central shock Hugo-
niot and Murnaghan isentrope extension for expanded states. The available
states are bounded by negative temperature, a nonphysical minimum pres-
sure, and a nonphysical maximum density.
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where /i0 is replaced in the formula by the Hugoniot parame-
ters, q0, p0, e0, C0, and r of the ith component with immisci-
ble volume fraction wi. We emphasize that Eq. (17) is used
subsequently only to calculate parameters in a mixed-state
model and not the state itself.
III. NUMERICAL METHOD
A. Equations of motion
Here, we briefly describe the presently used equations of
motion and their application to multiphase Mie-Gru¨neisen
flows with the mixture model in Eq. (17). For more complete
details, see Ref. 6. In two dimensions, under several assump-
tions, the Euler equations of compressible fluid mechanics
form a set of coupled, conservative, hyperbolic partial differ-
ential equations
@q
@t þ @ðquÞ@x þ @ðqvÞ@y ¼ 0;
@ðquÞ
@t þ @ðqu
2þpÞ
@x þ @ðquvÞ@y ¼ 0;
@ðqvÞ
@t þ @ðquvÞ@x þ @ðqv
2þpÞ
@y ¼ 0;
@ðqEÞ
@t þ @ðuðqEþpÞÞ@x þ @ðvðqEþpÞÞ@y ¼ 0;
(18)
where E ¼ eþ 1
2
ðu2 þ v2Þ is the energy per unit mass. To
extend these equations for multiphase flows, an additional
scalar wi associated with the ith phase is tracked by the
advection equation
@wi
@t
þ u @wi
@x
þ v @wi
@y
¼ 0: (19)
Presently, the initial conditions for wj are taken to be the ini-
tial volume fraction for Mie-Gru¨neisen fluids and the mass
fraction for perfect gases.
In addition to Eqs. (18) and (19), for Mie-Gru¨neisen flu-
ids, three redundant density functions associated with the
central Hugoniot are tracked by
@
@t ð 1CHÞ þ u @@x ð 1CHÞ þ v @@y ð 1CHÞ ¼ qvCHð@u@x þ @v@yÞ;
@
@t ðpHCHÞ þ u @@x ð
pH
CH
Þ þ v @@y ðpHCHÞ ¼ qvpH ð@u@x þ @v@yÞ;
@ðqeHÞ
@t þ u @ðqeHÞ@x þ v @ðqeHÞ@y ¼ qveHð@u@x þ @v@yÞ;
(20)
where
vCH ¼ C0H=CH2; (21)
vpH ¼ ðCHp0H  C0HpHÞ=CH2; (22)
veH ¼ eH þ qe0H; (23)
and prime quantities indicate derivative with respect to den-
sity. For example, from Eq. (9)
C0H ¼
dCH
dq
¼ qC0qq0qq1; (24)
with the mixture rule of Eq. (17) used to calculate C0, q0,
and q from the current value for wðx; y; tÞ. Pressure can then
be obtained directly through the relationship
p ¼ qE ðquÞ
2 þ ðqvÞ2 þ ðqwÞ2
2q
þ pH
CH
 qeH
 !
1
CH
 
:
(25)
The addition of Eqs. (20) helps to alleviate numerical, phase-
error driven, catastrophic oscillations that can occur for
mixed phase points.24,26 For Mie-Gru¨neisen equation of
state, the final tracked, phase-averaged, vector of state is
then
q ¼ ðq; qu; qv; qw; qE; 1=CH; pH=CH; qeH;w1;…;wn1Þ:
(26)
B. Finite-difference method
Most existing methodologies proposed to address issues
specific to the Mie-Gru¨neisen equation of state are consid-
erably diffusive in nature.26,30,33 In addressing this issue,
we have developed a hybrid methodology that combines
a kinetic-energy preserving center-difference approach34 with
a Roe linearized Riemann solver26 by way of a local smooth-
ness dependent limiter.6 In brief, a numerical derivative op-
erator is defined by a difference of reconstructed quantities
@f
@x
¼ f^ jþ1=2  f^ j1=2
Dx
þ OðDxkÞ; (27)
where f^jþ1=2 is defined by a limiter blending of a fourth-order
center-difference and Roe-linearized Riemann solver
reconstruction
f^jþ1=2 ¼ f^ 4thjþ1=2 þ Uðf^ Roejþ1=2  f^ 4
th
jþ1=2Þ: (28)
The limiter is defined by
U ¼k Akp k w Crkp; (29)
the p norm of the deviation of local weighted essentially
non-oscillatory (WENO) smoothness weights w from their
ideal values Cr. Temporal discretization is achieved by third-
order total variation diminishing (TVD) Runge-Kutta.35
Code verification for manufactured simple wave solutions
was performed,6 demonstrating fourth-order spatial
convergence.
Implementation of the solver has been performed utiliz-
ing the California Institute of Technology’s VTF
AMROC4,5,27 software with adaptive mesh refinement
(AMR) capability. The code uses the block structured adapt-
ive mesh refinement (SAMR) algorithm developed by Berger
and Coellela36 for Cartesian meshes, refining equally in both
space and time. The amount of local refinement is deter-
mined based on local gradient tolerances of quantities.
C. Convergence testing
A mesh refinement study using adaptive mesh refine-
ment for the “light-to-heavy” case with a Mach 2.5 incident
shock was performed to determine the needed effective re-
solution to capture the mixing layer amplitude effectively.
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The results for the study are given in Figure 4 for up to five
mesh levels with successive two times refinement for a base
mesh of 32 points per corrugation wavelength. To the left,
the amplitude is plotted as a function of time and to the
right, the L1 error based on the finest mesh calculation. The
size for the mixed cell zone was held constant under refine-
ment. Significant differences in the amplitudes as a function
of time are observed between refinements for the first three
mesh levels. Between the three- and five-level meshes, less
significant change is observed. The convergence rate of the
amplitude with effective mesh size is slightly greater than
one. Engquist37 demonstrated that in smooth regions behind
discontinuities, the L1 error convergence rate of any numeri-
cal method will be approximately first order.
Therefore for all simulations, a four-level mesh with a
base mesh of 32 points per corrugation wavelength and a
refinement factor of two for each level beyond the first, cor-
responding to 256 points per corrugation wavelength was
used. Figure 5 demonstrates the behavior of the mesh refinement
around the unstable interface created by an incident Mach 1.87
shock in perfect gases with gamma of 1.248 and 1.09, “light”
and “heavy,” respectively. A Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL)
number of 0.85 was maintained adaptively for all simulations.
D. Initial conditions
In practice, only weak convergence can be obtained for
the numerical solution of hyperbolic partial differential equa-
tions with discontinuities.38,39 To obtain smooth solutions,
free of oscillations up-winding is generally required at sharp
features, leading to numerical diffusion. Furthermore, gra-
dients on the order of the grid scale can sometimes develop
into undesirable fluid instabilities. It is, therefore, necessary
to smear the initial material contact such that several grid
points are present across the mixed zone
qðx; y; t ¼ 0Þ ¼ q3 þ ðq2  q3Þwðy; xÞ; (30)
with
wðx; yÞ ¼ 1
2
þ 1
2
tanhðdðy ycðxÞÞÞ; (31)
where ycðxÞ is the centerline of the mixed region defined by
ycðxÞ ¼ h0 cosðkxÞ. The quantity d is a parameter which
describes the mixed zone width. Presently, it is not the pur-
pose of the study to explore the effect of d. Therefore, a
value which yields a mixed zone of ten points is used simply
to prevent gridscale-driven features from developing. Simi-
larly, across the shock, to minimize errors introduced by
approximation of the solution to the Riemann problem by
linearization, it is useful to smear the shock wave. The shock
is then located as close to the corrugated contact as is possi-
ble so that quantities in front of the shock are matched to
within a hundredth of a percent of those given by the
smeared interface. For all simulations, the shock wave starts
from above the interface.
In order to maximize efficiency of the domain and mesh
utilized, the frame of reference is taken to be that for which
the corresponding one-dimensional Riemann problem yields
zero velocity for the contact post-shock interaction. Addi-
tionally, the initial location of the interface and shock combi-
nation is taken such that waves corresponding to the
one-dimensional Riemann problem reach the ends of the do-
main at the same time.
E. Boundary conditions
The domain is chosen to have a large aspect ratio so as
to minimize interaction of the flow field at the material inter-
face with the boundary. Additionally, when necessary, the
domain is truncated to eliminate shock wave interaction with
FIG. 4. (Color online) (a) “Light-to-heavy” Mach 2.5 Richtmyer-Meshkov amplitude plot and (b) amplitude convergence plot. The convergence rate is based
upon the L1 norm of the amplitude post-shock corrugation interaction for times up to 1.0 ms.
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the top and bottom boundaries. In the horizontal direction,
the domain is taken to be periodic in nature. Ghost cells are
used to implement the periodic boundary conditions in an
AMR context. The top and bottom of the domain utilize si-
multaneous approximation term (SAT) (Ref. 40) with non-
reflecting outflow.41,42
IV. BACKGROUND THEORY
A. Impulsive model
Early attempts to model Richtmyer-Meshkov instabil-
ity7,8 focused on solution to a linearization of the incompres-
sible potential flow equations applied to the impulsive
acceleration of a small amplitude corrugation of zero thick-
ness between two fluids. A simple prediction for early time
amplitude growth is arrived at from the model
hðtÞ ¼ hþ0 ð1þ kAþDvtÞ; (32)
where, for application to modeling Richtmyer-Meshkov insta-
bility generated by an incident shock wave, hþ0 is the post-
shock corrugation amplitude, Aþ ¼ ðq4  q5Þ=ðq4 þ q5Þ is
the post-shock Atwood ratio, k ¼ 2p=k is the corrugation
wave number, and Dv is the change in velocity of the interface
imparted by the shock associated with the zero-corrugation
problem. The linearization of flow equations used to achieve
this result assumes that khþ0  1. The corresponding predic-
tion for the amplitude growth rate is given by
_h1 ¼ hþ0 kAþDv: (33)
Additionally, through simple geometric consideration,
Richtmyer7 predicted that the amplitude of the corrugation
post-shock interaction should be
hþ0 ¼ h0ð1 Dv=Vs1Þ; (34)
where Vs1 is the incident shock speed relative to the corru-
gated contact.
Although the classical predictions of Eqs. (32)–(34)
remain important in understanding the underlying phenom-
enon, the assumptions used in achieving them lead to a nar-
row range of validity in application to shock driven
Richtmyer-Meshkov instability. A great deal of further ana-
lytic work has been performed to shed light Richtmyer-
Meshkov instability. This work goes beyond the scope and
point of our present intentions. We refer readers to the origi-
nal sources of these more complex models.13–17
B. Start-up time
Lombardini12 has developed a modified impulsive
model that takes into account the affect of a reflected and
transmitted shock on the instability start-up phase. The
model utilizes perturbation methods under the assumption
that the parameter
ej ¼ kh
þ
0
2p
Aþ
Dv
aj
; (35)
is small (ej  1), for j ¼ 1; 2 with aj the speed of sound on
either side. The transmitted and reflected shock waves are
treated as moving boundaries, shown to play a key roll for
early times by limiting the effective size of the domain.
The theory falls short of making a prediction for the
growth rate of the instability. However, the model does
provide a useful prediction for the start-up time constant of
the instability
FIG. 5. Light to heavy Mach 1.87 single mode Richtmyer-Meshkov instability Schlerin plots and mesh plots for times (a) 0.075, (b) 1.225, (c) 2.69, and
(d) 6.1 ms.
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s ¼ 1
2k
1 Aþ
Vs4
þ 1þ A
þ
Vs5
 
: (36)
Here, Vs4 and Vs5 are the reflected and transmitted shock
speeds, respectively, in the frame of reference in which the
zero-corrugation problem yields a stationary contact. For
early times, the mixing layer growth rate is predicted to
evolve as
_hðtÞ ¼ _h1t=s: (37)
C. Nonlinear regime model
Transition to nonlinear growth occurs as the mixing
layer width becomes large in order of magnitude relative to
the wavelength (khðtÞ  1). A variety of attempts to analyti-
cally describe the behavior of this nonlinear phase have been
made.17,43–49 Among these are incompressible potential flow
models focused on predicting the behavior of the flows
large-scale coherent structure based on an incompressible
treatment of the flow localized to the bubble or spike
tip.17,43,45–47 Fourier series expansion for the velocity poten-
tial is utilized in such models yielding a set of coupled ordi-
nary differential equations. Solution to the system generally
predicts an asymptotic bubble velocity inversely proportional
to time43
vbðtÞ ! 3þ A
þ
0
3ð1þ Aþ0 Þkt
: (38)
The evolution of the bubble position is thus predicted to be
logarithmic in time.
V. MATCHED PARAMETERS
The set of dimensional parameters describing any flow
can be subdivided into three categories: coordinate, initial
condition, and equation of state parameters. In a stationary
Cartesian coordinate system, the first category is composed
of space and time variables
ðx; y; z; tÞ: (39)
For single-mode, planar Richtmyer-Meshkov instability,
the initial condition is described by three thermodynamic
states and three spatial lengthscales associated with the
corrugation. Remaining consistent with the labeling of Fig-
ures 1 and 2, the-dimensional initial condition parameter
family is
ðp1; q2; p2; q3; k; h0; dÞ: (40)
Here, d has been added to describe the lengthscale of the
mixed-phase zone where the two materials meet at the corru-
gation. The state behind the shock is only described by one
thermodynamic variable because it must lie on the Hugoniot
of the state ahead. Additionally, the pressure across the cor-
rugation is continuous and therefore one less thermodynamic
quantity is required. It is important to note that thermody-
namic variables are interchangeable, and therefore, the
choice of density and pressure used to describe the initial
states is not unique.
With fixed equations of state, the initial condition and
coordinate parameters provide a basis for a set of nondimen-
sional quantities that define complete similarity between
flows. However, presently, the goal is to compare Richtmyer-
Meshkov instability across equations of state. For perfect
gases a and b, the specific heats
ðcap; cav ; cbp; cbvÞ (41)
form the set of-dimensional equation of state dependent pa-
rameters. These can be reduced to three nondimensional pa-
rameters, the specific heat ratios
ðca; cb; cav=cbvÞ; (42)
required to be matched for complete flow similarity. Alterna-
tively, for two linear shock-particle speed Hugoniot based
Mie-Gru¨neisen equations of state, the list of dimensionless
parameters is much longer
pa0
qa0c
a
0
2
;Ca0; r
a;
pb0
qb0c
b
0
2
;Cb0; r
b
 !
: (43)
Although some correlation can be drawn between C0 and c,
there is no clear cut meaning for r since perfect gases do
not have at least one Hugoniot with a linear shock-particle
speed relationship. Achieving complete flow similarity
across equations of state is, therefore, not a realistic goal,
providing motivation for the present study. A weaker
form of similarity must then be applied as a basis for
comparison.
Of fundamental interest to the study of Richtmyer-
Meshkov instability is the mixing layer width time evolution
h(t). Presently, the mixing layer width time evolution is
taken as the basis for comparison across equations of state.
With the equation of state fixed, Buckingham’s pi theorem
can be utilized to define a nondimensional form of the insta-
bility amplitude strictly as a function of nondimensional ini-
tial conditions and time. The-dimensional parameters of
interest are
ðhðtÞ; t; p1; q2; p2; q3; k; h0; dÞ: (44)
There are three fundamental physical quantities among these
nine variables (length, time, mass). Therefore, six nondimen-
sional groups can be formed
h
k
t
k
ffiffiffiffiffi
p2
q2
r 
¼ h
k
t
k
ffiffiffiffiffi
p2
q2
r
;
p1
p2
;
q2
q3
;
h0
k
;
d
k
 
: (45)
Even when limited to the dimensional parameters in Eq.
(44), these six groups are not unique. Furthermore, there is
no reason to believe that matching such parameters across
equations of state will yield any similarity in the nondimen-
sional mixing layer width evolution.
To formulate a more meaningful set of nondimensional
parameters, it is useful to draw on theory of Richtmyer-
Meshkov instability. Richtmyer’s linear theory provides a
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direct prediction for the post-shock evolution of the nondi-
mensional mixing layer width
h
k
t
s
 
¼ h
þ
0
k
1þ t
s
 
; (46)
where the time scale is given by
s ¼ ðkAþDvÞ1: (47)
The quantities Dv and Aþ are theoretical predictions for
one-dimensional Riemann problems and are, therefore,
strictly related to the thermodynamic states of the initial con-
ditions. Likewise, Richtmyer’s linear theory predicts the
quantity hþ0 directly from the initial thermodynamic states
and corrugation shape. So long as the final number of nondi-
mensional parameters remains the same, the-dimensional
quantities predicted to be of importance by Richtmyer’s lin-
ear theory can, therefore, be interchanged with those in Eq.
(45). The resulting nondimensional parameter family should
be a better approximation to those necessary to achieve simi-
lar nondimensional mixing layer width evolution across
flows with different equations of state. Proceeding in this
fashion, the nondimensional time evolution of the mixing
layer width can be recast in the functional form
h
k
ðkAþDvtÞ ¼ h
k
kAþDvt;
Dp
qa22
;Aþ; khþ0 ; kd
 
: (48)
In addition to Richtmyer’s linear theory, the incident shock
strength, originally formulated nondimensionally in terms of
the ratio of pressures across the shock, has been replaced by
the more robust nondimensional measure of pressure change.
The procedure for setting up matched simulations
defined by Eq. (48) is now described. First, two Mie-
Gru¨neisen fluids are chosen, one “heavy” and one “light.”
An incident shock Mach number and initial corrugation
shape kh0 are then chosen. From the Mach number, the non-
dimensional pressure jump across the incident shock is deter-
mined along with the predicted post-shock Atwood ratio Aþ,
velocity impulse Dv, and post-shock corrugation shape khþ0 .
From these quantities, an iterative process to determining the
appropriate perfect gases for matching is undertaken. The
additional physical constraint of thermodynamic equilibrium
is imposed across the corrugation of the perfect gases. An
initial guess for the properties of the gases is made from the
Atwood ratio which only depends on the specific heats. The
incident shock strength is matched and then an iterative pro-
cess involving the solution to the uncorrelated Riemann
problem is performed to determine the final properties of the
perfect gases needed to match the nondimensional values
(49) associated with the Mie-Gru¨neisen fluids.
VI. “LIGHT-TO-HEAVY” SINGLE MODE
To examine the roll of the equation of state in
Richtmyer-Meshkov instability, we first study the single
mode “light-to-heavy” case. In order to achieve an Atwood
ratio of roughly a half, mid-ocean ridge basalt (MORB) and
molybdenum were chosen for the materials with Mie-
Gru¨neisen equation of state. The Hugoniot constants for
these two materials are found in Table I. For perfect gases,
Air and SF6 were taken as a starting point, the later being
modified in properties to achieve the matched post-shock
Atwood ratio. The two Mach numbers 1.5 and 2.5 were arbi-
trarily chosen for the MORB and molybdenum case to pro-
vide a basis for comparison in parameter space. An initial
corrugation amplitude of 5% of the wavelength for MORB
and molybdenum was taken with the intention of yielding a
value of khþ0 sufficient to result in a brief linear growth pe-
riod. Tabulation of initial conditions and relevant post-shock
quantities for zero-corrugation are found in Table II. The
unshocked prefect gases are taken to be at approximately
room temperature and pressure (T¼300 K, p¼1 atm). Simi-
larly, the unshocked Mie-Gru¨neisen fluids are in thermody-
namic equilibrium at (q0, p0), respectively. Below the entries
for MORB and molybdenum are tabulation of initial and
post-shock conditions as well as properties for the corre-
sponding perfect gas cases (Table III), matched in the man-
ner proposed in Sec. V.
Figure 6 shows density gradient magnitude contours for
the Mach 1.5 case and matched perfect gas, respectively, at
several matched nondimensional times. At each time the per-
fect gas solution, seen on the right of each sub figure, demon-
strate a significantly smaller mixing layer width compared to
the corresponding Mie-Gru¨neisen solutions to the left. For
later times, significant variation is observed from one case to
another in the shapes of the material contact, particularly in
the roll up. We omit similar contour plots for the Mach 2.5
case as they reveal similar observations to those of the Mach
TABLE I. Hugoniot constants for various materials. For further shock-parti-
cle, Hugoniot constants refer to 1, 2, 28, and 29.
q0 (kg=m
3) p0 C0 C0 c0 (m/s) r q T0 (K)
Aluminum 2785 0.0 2.0 5328 1.338 1.0 298
MORB 2660 0.0 1.18 2100 1.68 1.0 1673
Molybdenum 9961 0.0 1.56 4700 1.43 1.0 1673
TABLE II. Initial conditions for single-mode Richtmyer-Meshkov instabil-
ity in the “light-to-heavy” case for Mie-Gru¨neisen and perfect gas equations
of state.
MORB-molybdenum
Ms Dp=q0c
2
0 kh0 A
 Aþ
1.5 0.893 0:10p 0.578 0.479
2.5 4.464 0:10p 0.578 0.438
Perfect gas
Ms Dp=q0c
2
0 kh0 A
 Aþ
1.225 0.893 0:12p 0.455 0.479
1.87 4.464 0:17p 0.359 0.438
TABLE III. Perfect gas properties for single-mode Richtmyer-Meshkov
instability in the “light-to-heavy” case.
Perfect gas properties
Ms c1 cv1 (kJ=kgK) c2 cv2 (kJ=kgK)
1.225 1.248 7:17 1.09 7:40
1.87 1.248 7:17 1.09 9:32
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1.5 case, with only slightly greater variation in the overall
coherent structure.
A. Amplitude and growth rate
Of fundamental interest to the study of Richtmyer-
Meshkov instability is the mixing layer width and its growth
rate. We present results for these quantities in the current
section. Various definitions exist for mixing layer ampli-
tude.11,50 We define amplitude by a position weighted inte-
gral of the initial volume fraction for solids modeled by
isotropic Mie-Gru¨neisen equations of state and mass fraction
for perfect gases. Before roll up occurs, we define the interfa-
ces centerline as
ycdðx; tÞ ¼
Ð1
1 ywðx; y; tÞð1 wðx; y; tÞÞdyÐ1
1 wðx; y; tÞð1 wðx; y; tÞÞdy
; (49)
where w is the initial volume fraction. The instability ampli-
tude is then
hðtÞ ¼ 1
2
ðyspikeðtÞ  ybubbleðtÞÞ; (50)
where yspikeðtÞ and ybubbleðtÞ are
yspikeðtÞ ¼ maxðycdðx; tÞ  y0ðtÞÞ;  k2 < x < k2 ;
ybubbleðtÞ ¼ minðycdðx; tÞ  y0ðtÞÞ;  k2 < x < k2 ;
(51)
where y0ðtÞ denotes the position of the interface for the
unperturbed shock-interface problem as a function of time.
Although Eq. (49) fails to capture the centerline of the inter-
face for later times when roll-up has occurred, it still pro-
vides a useful measure of the amplitude so long as a single
transition zone between phases exist along the vertical line
passing through the spike and bubble locations.
Utilizing the above definition for amplitude, Figures 7
and 8, respectively, display non-dimensionalized results for
Mach 1.5 and 2.5 Richtmyer-Meshkov instability for the
MORB-molybdenum “light-to-heavy” case and associated
perfect gas matching (Table III). Several differences are
observable in these plots. We first note that an apparent dif-
ference in start-up times is evident in the amplitude growth
plot. The perfect gas case clearly demonstrates a longer
start-up time, as is predicted by Eq. (36) through an inverse
dependence on wave speed and corrugation wavenumber.
Wave speeds in solids tend to be significantly higher than
those for gases by an order of magnitude. This, along with
the wavenumber adjustment required for matching predicted
linear growth rates, account for the shorter delay in the
MORB-molybdenum cases. Table IV gives corresponding
start-up times as predicted by Eq. (36) under column labeled
s1D and approximate values from two-dimensional results.
We do not attempt to measure the start-up time to any accu-
racy because it implies the existence of a nearly steady state
for the linear growth regime, which is not observed in the
present growth rate plots. At best, the linear growth regime
is brief for the MORB-molybdenum cases. The predicted
start-up times still remain close in order of magnitude to the
measured values in spite of the lack of a true linear growth
phase. Increasing Mach number appears to increase the vari-
ation in amplitude between equations of state. At the lower
Mach number, aside from the shift due to start up, the ampli-
tude growth of each equation of state appears quite similar.
Alternatively, the perfect gas matching for the Mach 2.5
MORB-molybdenum case decays away from its maximum
growth rate much faster. Some of the variation in amplitude
evolution can be attributed to inaccuracy of the time constant
prediction of Richtmyer’s simple impulsive model.
The growth rate plots provide important further insight
into the behavior of the mixing layer. Clearly evident are
FIG. 6. Light to heavy MORB-molybdenum (left) and equivalent perfect
gas (right) single mode Richtmyer-Meshkov instability Schlerin plot com-
parison for Mach 1.5 incident shock at nondimensional times (a) 3.28, (b)
6.56, (c) 9.834, and (d) 16.39.
FIG. 7. (Color online) Light to Heavy
Mach 1.5 single mode Richtmyer-Mesh-
kov instability amplitude growth plot (a)
and amplitude growth rate plot (b). A
start-up time difference is clearly
observable between the MORB-molyb-
denum and perfect gas case. Addition-
ally, post start-up the growth rates are
observed to oscillate at considerably dif-
ferent frequencies and amplitudes.
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decaying oscillations in growth rate which appear to be
nearly constant in frequency for early times. The MORB-
molybdenum cases demonstrate a much higher frequency
and amplitude of oscillation than the corresponding perfect
gas cases. These oscillations are a direct consequence of the
perturbed transmitted and reflected shocks. For most materi-
als, small perturbations in shock shape are stable, oscillating,
and decaying in time.51 The oscillation frequency depend-
ence is complex in nature; however, it is directly related to
the speed of sound behind the shock and shock perturbation
wavenumber52
ðxj  kyvÞ2 ¼ a2j ðk2x þ k2yÞ: (52)
Just as in the start-up time, corrugation wavenumber and ma-
terial wave speeds are seen to play a similar role in determin-
ing the frequency of oscillation, yielding a much higher
frequency for MORB-molybdenum than the matched perfect
gas case. Table V gives approximate values for the oscilla-
tion frequencies of the transmitted and reflected shocks
based on this formula. Additionally, calculated from a Gaus-
sian filtered polynomial fit of the growth rate after shock-
interface interaction is a discrete Fourier transform of the
growth rate. Tabulated in Table V are the dominantly
observed frequency along with the simple approximation
values.
B. Nonlinear bubble evolution
Next, we investigate the evolution of the bubble in the
nonlinear regime. Figure 9 gives the bubble position as a
function of time for Mach 1.5 and 2.5 MORB-molybdenum
cases and the equivalent matched perfect gas cases. The
plots, given in semi log format, demonstrate a logarithmic
nonlinear growth period in all studied cases. The Mach 2.5
matched perfect gas case simulation however, also demon-
strates a somewhat unexpected reversal of bubble velocity as
TABLE IV. Start-up times for Richtmyer-Meshkov instability as approxi-
mated by zero-corrugation Riemann solution and two-dimensional simula-
tion results.
MORB-molybdenum
Ms s1D=s s2D=s
1.5 0.0228  0:0328
2.5 0.0738  0:0531
Perfect gas
Ms s1D=s s2D=s
1.225 0.259  0:393
1.87 1.02  1:32
FIG. 8. (Color online) Light to Heavy
Mach 2.5 single mode Richtmyer-Mesh-
kov instability amplitude growth plot (a)
and amplitude growth rate plot (b).
Again, a start-up time difference is
clearly observable between the MORB-
molybdenum and perfect gas case. Post
start-up oscillations in growth rate for
MORB-molybdenum are at much
greater frequency and amplitudes than
those of the perfect gas.
TABLE V. Nondimensionalized dominant growth rate oscillation frequency
f2Ds for “light-to-heavy” Richtmyer-Meshkov instability and approximate
perturbed transmitted and reflected shock oscillation frequency, fT1Ds and
fR1Ds, respectively, based on solution to the zero-corrugation Riemann
problem.
MORB-molybdenum
Ms sfR1D sfT1D sf2D
1.5 7.05 7.86 7.06
2.5 3.80 2.39 4.99
Perfect gas
Ms sfR1D sfT1D sf2D
1.225 1.22 0.68 1.06
1.87 0.43 0.25 0.37
FIG. 9. (Color online) Light to Heavy Mach single mode Richtmyer-Mesh-
kov instability bubble position semi log plot for (a) Mach 1.5 and (b) Mach
2.5 cases. The dashed line in the plots represents Goncharov’s potential flow
slope prediction for the slope of the logarithmic evolution of the bubble in
time.
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the curvature of the bubble reaches zero. In each of the plots,
a dashed line is shown representing the predicted asymptotic
slope for the logarithmic time evolution of the bubble by
Eq. (38). In each case, the simulation results yield a smaller
slope than those of the potential flow prediction (Table VI).
The “heavy-to-light” cases later examined demonstrate anal-
ogous results, slightly in better agreement with theory, but
are thus omitted.
C. Integral vorticity
We now investigate the vorticity distribution as depos-
ited by the shock. For a discontinuous corrugation, the circu-
lation deposited is merely the transverse velocity jump
across the different phases. Numerically, it is not possible to
measure this; however, since the majority of the vorticity
within the domain will be associated with the initial deposi-
tion at the contact, we examine an integral of vorticity
Duðx; tÞ ¼
ð1
1
xðx; y; tÞdy; (53)
which is directly related to the tangential velocity jump
across the contact. Numerically, we carry out the integration
by a trapezoidal rule with differentiation of the velocity field
by a Minmod limiter.38,53 We calculate the power spectrum
for each distribution by discrete Fourier transform and
smooth out the result by a high order least squares polyno-
mial fit of the spectrum’s logarithm. Figure 10 displays nor-
malized vorticity distributions and associated power
spectrum shortly after shock interaction for MORB-molyb-
denum Mach 1.5 Richtmyer-Meshkov instability and corre-
sponding perfect gas cases of matched initial conditions. The
results for the present Mach 2.5 case and later “heavy-to-
light” cases are omitted and demonstrate very similar results.
In spite secondary wave effects, the vorticity distribution
exhibits the behavior of a sinusoidal distribution with a sin-
gle mode to within roughly 15%, in reasonable agreement
with the prediction of Samtaney and Zabusky,54
Duðx; tÞ ¼ Cþ sinðaÞ þ Oðsin2ðaÞÞ: (54)
D. Post-shock interface centerline
We now investigate the post-shock interface centerline
as defined by Eq. (49). Figure 11 displays a normalized cen-
terline plot and associated power spectrum shortly after
shock interaction for MORB-molybdenum Mach 1.5 and 2.5
Richtmyer-Meshkov instability and corresponding perfect
gas cases of matched initial conditions. The centerlines are
seen to remain as a single mode to within roughly 5%. Addi-
tionally, we note that the post-shock amplitude agrees to
within a few percent with the estimate of Eq. (34). The pres-
ent Mach 2.5 case and following “heavy-to-light” cases dem-
onstrates analogous results which are thus omitted.
VII. “LIGHT-TO-HEAVY” TRIPLE MODE
When multiple modes are present, products of variables
in the Euler equations can lead to non-linear reinforcement
or interference across modes when two wavenumber sum to
a third. We next investigate triple mode Richtmyer-Meshkov
instability with the mode coupling k1 ¼ k2 þ k3, where
k2 ¼ 23 k1, k3 ¼ 13 k1, and k1h1 ¼ k2h2 ¼ k3h3. As a starting
point, we retain the wavenumbers from the previous single
mode investigation for k1, but utilize a corrugation amplitude
that is 2% of the wavelength. Tabulation of the three initial
wavelengths and associated amplitudes are given in Table
VII for MORB-molybdenum and perfect gas simulations.
Figure 12 shows density gradient magnitude contours
for the present triple mode case and matched perfect gas.
Again, the amplitude of the mixing layer for the perfect gas
TABLE VI. Tabulated comparison of two dimensional bubble evolution pa-
rameter in nonlinear regime and Goncharov’s nonlinear bubble potential
flow approximation.
MORB-molybdenum
Ms Simulation
3þAþ
3ð1þAþÞ
1.5 0.558 0.784
2.5 0.686 0.797
Perfect gas
Ms Simulation
3þAþ
3ð1þAþÞ
1.225 0.495 0.784
1.87 0.327 0.797
FIG. 10. (Color online) Light to heavy Mach 1.5 single mode Richtmyer-
Meshkov instability post-shock integral vorticity plot (a) and integral vorticity
power spectrum plot (b). Significant change is observed between equations of
state due to the nature of the Hugoniot.
FIG. 11. (Color online) Light to heavy Mach 1.5 single mode Richtmyer-
Meshkov instability post-shock centerline plot (a) and centerline power
spectrum plot (b). The post-shock centerlines for both equations of state
remain for the most part as a single mode.
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cases is seen to lag behind that of the corresponding MORB-
molybdenum cases. Consequently, roll up is delayed in time
as well.
A. Amplitude and growth rate
The mixing layer amplitude and growth rate are given in
Figure 13. A variation in start-up time of the same order of
magnitude as in the single mode case is again observed. A
similar order of magnitude variation in growth rate oscilla-
tions is also observed. However, three distinct oscillation fre-
quencies are now observed, associated with the three
different wavelengths of the corrugation. Tabulation of fre-
quency values is given in Table VIII. Strong correlation is
observed between the observed oscillation frequencies and
predicted values from the associated zero-corrugation prob-
lem. The precise relation between transmitted and reflected
shock frequencies and contact oscillation frequency is not
known.
VIII. “HEAVY-TO-LIGHT” SINGLE MODE
We next consider the single mode “heavy-to-light” case.
We again utilize MORB and molybdenum for the materials
with Mie-Gru¨neisen equation of state and Air and SF6 as a
starting point for perfect gases. Mach numbers of 1.5 and 2.5
for the MORB and molybdenum case provide the basis for
comparison in parameter space for the “heavy-to-light” case
as well. For the Mach 1.5 case, a 5% of the wavelength ini-
tial corrugation amplitude was taken as well. For the Mach
2.5 case, due to the large compression of the corresponding
perfect gas case interface by the shock that would result, a
smaller amplitude of 2% of the wavelength was taken. Tabu-
lation of these initial conditions and relevant post-shock
quantities for zero-corrugation are found in Table IX. Again,
the unshocked prefect gases are taken to be at approximately
room temperature and pressure (T¼ 300 K, p¼ 1 atm). Like-
wise, the unshocked Mie-Gru¨neisen fluids are in thermody-
namic equilibrium at (q0, p0), respectively (Table IX). The
FIG. 13. (Color online) Light to Heavy
Mach 2.5 triple mode Richtmyer-Mesh-
kov instability amplitude growth plot (a)
and amplitude growth rate plot (b). A
start-up time difference is clearly
observable between the MORB-molyb-
denum and perfect gas case. Post start-
up oscillations in growth rate for
MORB-molybdenum are at much
greater frequency and amplitudes than
those of the perfect gas.
FIG. 12. “Light-to-heavy” MORB-molybdenum Mach 2.5 triple-mode
Richtmyer-Meshkov instability schlieren plots and equivalent perfect gas
plots for nondimensional times (a) 5.31, (b) 10.6, and (c) 15.9.
TABLE VIII. Dominant growth rate oscillation frequencies sf2D for “light-
to-heavy” triple-mode Richtmyer-Meshkov instability and approximate per-
turbed transmitted and reflected shock oscillation frequency, sfT1D and sfR1D ,
respectively, based on solution to the zero-corrugation Riemann problem.
MORB-molybdenum Perfect gas
sfR11D 3.80 0.433
sfT11D 2.39 0.245
sf12D 3.61 0.371
sfR21D 2.54 0.288
sfT21D 1.59 0.163
sf22D 2.41 0.213
sfR31D 1.27 0.144
sfT31D 0.80 0.082
sf32D 1.26 0.143
TABLE VII. Initial conditions for triple-mode Richtmyer-Meshkov instabil-
ity in the “light-to-heavy” case for Mie-Gru¨neisen and perfect gas equations
of state.
MORB-molybdenum
Ms k1h1 k2=k1 k3=k1
2.5 0:04p 2=3 1=3
Perfect gas
Ms k1h1 k2=k1 k3=k1
1.87 0:025p 2=3 1=3
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entries for MORB and molybdenum are tabulated below
(Table IX), including initial and post-shock conditions as
well as the properties for the corresponding matched perfect
gas cases (Table X).
Figure 14 shows density gradient magnitude contours
for the Mach 1.5 case and matched perfect gas, respectively.
We again omit the Mach 2.5 case as it demonstrates only a
minor variation in the overall coherent structure.
A. Amplitude and growth rate
Figures 15 and 16 display non-dimensionalized results
for Mach 1.5 and 2.5 Richtmyer-Meshkov instability, respec-
tively, for the MORB-molybdenum “heavy-to-light” case
and associated perfect gas matching. The growth rate plots
have been scaled by the alternative prediction55
_h1 ¼ 1
2
ðh0 þ hþ0 ÞkAþDv; (55)
which gives better agreement. Unlike the “light-to-heavy”
case, a much higher degree of similarity is observed in the
features of the growth plots. The most notable difference is
that the peak growth rate attained by the perfect gases is con-
siderably less than those of the MORB-molybdenum. Start-
up time and growth rate oscillations are all similar in magni-
tude (Table XI). Evidently, the wavenumber required to yield
a matching of growth rate correlates directly to wave speed
for the present case. Again, the linear growth regime is not
distinctly evident in the present growth rate plots. Just as in
the “light-to-heavy” case, the decay in growth rate deviates
between equations of state more as the strength of the shock
increases, MORB-molybdenum demonstrating a higher decay
rate. This is in part due to the larger compression of the per-
fect gas interface requiring a bigger h0 to obtain similar h
þ
0 k
values, thus yielding a larger linear growth rate for the perfect
gas by the prediction of Eq. (55).
B. Incipient weak shock waves
Figure 17 gives density contour plots at several different
times for “heavy-to-light” Mach 1.5 Richtmyer-Meshkov
instability in MORB-molybdenum. Clearly evident in the
contour plots is a transmitted shock and reflected expansion
wave. However, an additional and somewhat unexpected se-
ries of shock waves are observed to form within the region
of the expansion fan. These shock waves first form along the
boundary and propagate away from the corrugation. A some-
what analogous phenomenon has been observed in Rayleigh-
Taylor instability.56 For Rayleigh-Taylor instability, Olson
and Cook observed that the acceleration of an interface
driven by a constant gravitational field generated shocklets,
much in the same way a piston does, which eventually catch
FIG. 14. Heavy to light MORB-molybdenum (left) and equivalent perfect
gas (right) single mode Richtmyer-Meshkov instability Schlerin plot com-
parison for Mach 1.5 incident shock at nondimensional times (a) 3.01, (b)
6.02, (c) 9.02, and (d) 15.04.
TABLE IX. Initial conditions for single-mode Richtmyer-Meshkov instabil-
ity in the “heavy-to-light” case for Mie-Gru¨neisen and perfect gas equations
of state.
Molybdenum-MORB
Ms Dp=q0c
2
0 kh0 A
 Aþ
1.5 1.049 0:10p 0.578 0.437
2.5 5.245 0:04p 0.578 0.446
Perfect gas
Ms Dp=q0c
2
0 kh0 A
 Aþ
1.244 1.049 0:11p 0.420 0.437
1.934 5.245 0:095p 0.391 0.446
TABLE X. Perfect gas properties for single-mode Richtmyer-Meshkov
instability in the “heavy-to-light” case.
Perfect gas
Ms c1 cv1 (kJ=kgK) c2 cv2 (kJ=kgK)
1.244 1.248 7:17 1.09 7:17
1.934 1.248 7:17 1.09 8:65
FIG. 15. (Color online) Heavy to light
Mach 1.5 single mode Richtmyer-Mesh-
kov instability amplitude growth plot (a)
and amplitude growth rate plot (b). The
plots show a greater level of similarity
than the “light-to-heavy” case. Start-up
times are observed to be on the same
order of magnitude. Post start-up oscil-
lations in growth rate also demonstrate
similar frequencies and amplitudes.
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up to one another to form a weak shock. Presently, in
“heavy-to-light” Richtmyer-Meshkov instability, we observe
incipient weak shock waves generated by oscillations in the
material contact. It is evident that waves produced by the
perturbed transmitted shock cause oscillations in the shape
of the interface centerline. In the present case of “heavy-to-
light” Ricthmyer-Meshkov instability, the strength of these
oscillations is strong enough to generate noticeably strong
shocks within the heavy material for both Mach 1.5 and 2.5
cases. A similar set of incipient weak shock waves is observ-
able for the corresponding perfect gas cases.
IX. CONCLUSIONS
The present investigation of Richtmyer-Meshkov insta-
bility focused on the role of the equation of state. The results
for Richtmyer-Meshkov instability in fluids with Mie-
Gru¨neisen equations of state derived from a linear shock-par-
ticle speed Hugoniot relationship were compared to those in
perfect gases under room temperature and pressure conditions
commonly studied. The basis for comparison across equa-
tions of state was formulated in terms of Richtmyer’s
FIG. 17. (Color online) Density con-
tours showing the formation of incipient
weak shock waves for Richtmyer-Mesh-
kov instability in MORB-molybdenum
modeled by Mie-Gru¨neisen equations of
state for Mach 1.5 in the “heavy-to-
light” case. At early times the transmit-
ted shock and reflected expansion are
clearly visible. Formation of incipient
weak shock waves begins along the
edge.
FIG. 16. (Color online) Heavy to light
Mach 2.5 single mode Richtmyer-Mesh-
kov instability amplitude growth plot (a)
and amplitude growth rate plot (b).
Again, tart-up times are observed to be
on the same order of magnitude. Post
start-up oscillations in growth rate also
demonstrate similar frequencies and
amplitudes.
TABLE XI. Growth rate oscillation frequency f2D for “heavy-to-light”
Richtmyer-Meshkov instability and approximate perturbed transmitted
shock oscillation frequency fT1D based on solution to the zero-corrugation
Riemann problem.
MORB-molybdenum
Ms sfT1D sf2D
1.5 1.21 1.21
2.5 1.20 0.49
Perfect gas
Ms sfT1D sf2D
1.244 1.26 1.22
1.934 0.42 0.38
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incompressible theory in nondimensional form. This contains
equation of state information implicitly through the predicted
time scale that is a function of the post-shock Atwood ratio
and a nondimensional pressure jump across the incident, driv-
ing shock. As well, to ensure a similar nondimensional mix-
ing layer width evolution, the post-shock amplitude-to-
wavelength ratio was matched. Comparison made on this
physically relevant basis reveals several noteworthy differen-
ces and similarities.
Solids and liquids have sound speeds generally an order
of magnitude greater than those of gases. Variation in
Richtmyer-Meshkov instability in materials with different
wave speed is entirely expected. When a reflected shock
occurs, the wave speed is presently observed to play an im-
portant role for early time instability growth. This is most
evident in the start-up time and growth-rate oscillations
which are of order of magnitude different for simulations of
Richtmyer-Meshkov instability in MORB and molybdenum
with Mie-Gru¨neisen equations of state when compare to
those of perfect gases for the case of a reflected shock.
Somewhat unexpected, however, is the absence of such dif-
ferences observed in the case of a reflected expansion. It is
not clear if this is coincidental or a consequence of the pa-
rameter matching used. The growth-rate oscillations for all
cases are found to be consistent in order of magnitude with a
frequency proportional to the speed of sound multiplied by
the wavelength. Additionally observed in the “heavy-to-
light” cases are a series of incipient weak shocks driven by
the oscillation in material contact driven by the perturbed
transmitted shock. These first form in the heavy fluid directly
above the spike.
For both “light-to-heavy” and “heavy-to-light” cases,
variation in the detailed roll-up shape is observed between
equations of state. The post-shock center lines are found to
agree well, indicating that these differences are driven
mostly by variation in the initial vorticity deposited by the
shock and the post-shock waves driven by the perturbed
reflected and transmitted shocks. Increasing Mach number
for the incident shock enhances differences in large scale
coherent structures as well as roll-up formation. In the non-
linear regime, the bubble position exhibits a logarithmic
variation in time for all cases. At the largest Mach number,
the matched perfect gas case exhibits a sudden deviation
from this logarithmic behavior as the bubble becomes nearly
completely flattened and then reverses direction.
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